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This Edition’s Cover:
Best wishes to all for a happy, healthy, and fun
2016!

More Chances To Win Prizes!!
Wouldn’t you love to see YOUR name front & center in the Newsletter?
***Think of the Fame; the Notoriety!!***
All you have to do is send me (Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) your caption for the “non-traditional” Porsche photo
in each Newsletter in the “P.S. Until the Next Time” section. I will pick the best one submitted and you’ll see your
winning caption, along with your name IN LIGHTS in the next Newsletter Edition!!
In addition, you’ll have the same choice of prizes as the Trivia Question:
$25 cash, or 2 free Autocross passes!
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HERE’S YOUR WINNER FOR THE NOVEMBER PHOTO CAPTION
CONTEST:

BONNI PARKER, NAVARRE

Bonni has chosen to walk with the 2 Autocross passes!
Below is the November Photo with Bonni’s winning caption

The “12-Wheeler” option…
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Wally Lindenmuth

Well I hope everyone had a wonderful Christmas and New Years and that Santa brought you everything you
wanted; now you just need to pay the bills. I didn’t get my GT4 but I did get my new garage built.
The Club had our Christmas get together on Dec. 12 at the Grand Hotel in Point Clear Al. and I think everyone
had a great time. The weather was great for the drive (some of us had our tops down) over from Pensacola
and had a few come in from Mississippi, and a couple from Alabama.
Sonnenschein also filled a few spots on our Board of Directors, Roger Swain has taken the Vice President
position and Chris Sember has stepped up to be our new Secretary. So let’s put out a big welcome to both
Roger and Chris for taking these positions. We have more positions on the board that could be filled so
please volunteer.
The club has a lot planned for 2016 with the first being Autocross’s in Robertsdale, AL. See the dates in the
“Upcoming Events” section of the Newsletter, which also lists local Driver’s Ed (DE) dates. Some of us are
heading to Daytona for the Rolex 24, which is always a lot of fun. Zone 12 will have an Autocross in Sebring on
Feb 6, during the PCA club races. I am going to try and make it down for that event.
Zonefest will also be at Sebring Memorial Day weekend, I would like to see a few of us go down for this event.
Mary and I went a few years ago and had a great time. Sonnenschein and North Florida Regions have been
asked to put on a Zonefest in 2017 so we need to have a few people go to Zonefest to see how it is done.
February is also the time when entries for Parade open. Because of limited availability of rooms those have
already been spoken for at the Jay Peak Resort. I have been looking at going with the motorhome; it’s only
1600 miles and a beautiful part of the country that I have not been to.
We are planning a rally in July over some neat roads in northern Baldwin County, AL. We will also have our
Back Roads Run thru Southern Mississippi the first Saturday of Oct.
Sonnenschein has around 200 members in our Zone and I would like to meet them all. As I have said before:
Porsches are meant to be driven, not sitting parked in the garage!
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5 Sonnenschein Christmas Holiday Luncheon 2015
Article & Photos: Editor

Once again, the Club held its annual Christmas Holiday luncheon at the beautiful Grand Hotel Marriot Resort
overlooking Mobile Bay at Point Clear, Alabama on Saturday, December 12. A total of 37 Club members and
family showed up for the festivities. The hotel was resplendent in its holiday décor, and the buffet, as always,
was delectable and plentiful.
A group of twelve Porsches met up in Pensacola for an enjoyable caravan ride over to Point Clear via some
interesting back roads of Alabama, merrily led and navigated by Stephen “Vasco da Gama” Pearce. After
everyone had their fill of the delicious food, Santa, disguised as our President, Wally Lindenmuth, made an
appearance to distribute some Christmas cheer in the form cash prize drawings. The Club provided 12 prizes,
four of which were for $50 and the other eight for $25 for those lucky enough to have their number drawn.
And for additional Christmas cheer, the Club picked up the tab for the buffet.
Below are some photos from the fun times:

Lining up in Pensacola for the caravan over to Point Clear.
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S
Above: The Grand Hotel Marriot. (Photo: Stock)

Quite the spread of food at one of the buffet tables.
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Above: Some Club members invading the good eats!

Everyone take a seat!
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Above: Left to right, Pete & Patsy Mellin and Wally Lindenmuth getting set to hand out the tickets for the prize drawing.

Joey Dumas is pleased as punch to be a prizewinner.
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Above: That’s Bob Langham, shocked at his good fortune of being a prizewinner!

Kathy Morey is another lucky winner!
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Above: Roger Swain is astonished at his good fortune…but is Wally trying to take it back??

Patsy Mellin is all smiles after being another prizewinner.
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Above: Dan Moore is another delighted winner.

Carlton Bellcase caught with the winnings. But wait a moment…I reviewed last year’s photos and both Carlton & Roger
Swain were winners last year also. Hmmm…is there a conspiracy?? Wally’s smug grin seems to suggest so!
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Club members pause for a group shot at the conclusion of the festivities (there are a few are not in the photo as they
had to leave early). Photo: Chris Sember.

Autocross Safety…A Refresher
Article: Bob Langham; Photos: Stock

VEHICLE SAFETY
•
You, as the vehicle operator, are responsible for the safety of your vehicle. We will perform a spot
inspection at the course, but you are ultimately responsible for your vehicle safety. That means lug nuts
installed & correctly torqued, battery secured, wheel bearings not defective, tires without excessive wear and
at the proper pressure, having the correct helmet, and all loose gear and floor mats removed.

GENERAL ITEMS
•

Everyone must sign the waiver and wear a wristband.

•

Anyone seeing an unsafe condition must notify the safety representative or a club officer.

•

Speeds in the paddock, grid and elsewhere on the event site 15 MPH.

•

Be familiar with Site-specific do’s and don’ts.

•

Weather: Heat = drink water, Rain = OK to run, Lightning = Suspend event.

•

Loss of control = All IN (Brake/Clutch). Stop, and then proceed to finish the course.

•

Smoking (Regular or Vapor) is not allowed in the grid area or on the course.
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•

Jack stands must be used if jacking your car is necessary.

•

Children under 12 and pets must be supervised at all times.

•

Alcohol and Drugs are not ever allowed on site.

•
Passengers: Proper age and with safety gear. No hand-held cameras. Arms and hands must be inside
the vehicle at all times.
•

Absolutely no burnouts or tire warming anywhere on site.

•

Observe the allowed spectator locations.

•

Photographers are not allowed on course without safety approval and an adult spotter.

•

Once you cross the finish line, your run is over so get on the brakes!

•

Red flag = STOP. Wait for someone to direct you to proceed.

•

No Bikes, skateboards, roller skates/ blades pit bikes are allowed without safety approval.

WORKER ITEMS
•

Never turn your back on a car.

•

Don’t re-set a cone if the car is not clear.

•

Watch out for the other course workers at your station.

•

Radio and red flag should be in the control of one person.

•

All electronic devices (including cameras ) must be off at the worker station.

•

No sitting/kneeling at worker station while cars are on course.

•

Know fire extinguisher locations and to use it. If it must be carried carry like a baby and not by handle.

•

Watch for intruders (personnel and vehicles) on the course.

•
If there is an “incident”: Hold your position. Stop all cars on-course. Do not respond unless you have a
skill that might be needed (for example, medical).
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Adhering to all of the above will hopefully prevent THIS from happening:

Or THIS:
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The 930 Turbo
Article & photos reproduced from Autoweek, by Jay Ramey

It wasn't that long ago that the Porsche 911 Turbo, the famous 930 model, could be found in good condition
for the price of a new Volkswagen Golf. The 930 Turbo that debuted in the late '70s has always been known as
a driver's car. Even as recently as 15 years ago, it was still considered a used sports car that was difficult to
drive, offering few of the comforts that would be expected in a 911. And 930 Turbos weren't particularly
sought after by those looking for an easygoing weekend cruiser.
Times have certainly changed, and a car that was once feared for being a bit of a handful is, well, still a bit of a
handful. But as the values of nearly all air-cooled Porsches have surged, the 930 Turbo has been pulled out of
the classified pages of sunny resorts, replete with maintenance-starved seasonal exotics, into the six-figure
range at major classic-car auctions.
The classifieds are where Dr. Brian Peters found his 1979 Schwarz over Schwarz 930 Turbo 15 years ago, and
it's the car that we'll be riding in today. But first, a bit of history.
Taking the lessons learned from Group 4 and Group 5 racecars in order to meet FIA homologation
requirements for the 1976, Porsche started developing the turbocharged version of the 911 in 1972, with
Ernst Fuhrmann from the racing side of the company at the helm of the project. Fuhrmann already had
experience with turbocharging gained during the 917/30 Can-Am racecars (for additional information on CanAm and the 917/30, see my article “The History Files” in the September 2014 Newsletter---Editor), with the
company first adapting the 3.0-liter flat-six unit that had been used in the Carrera RS 3.0. The first versions of
the 930 Turbo, which the company still had some qualms about when it came to finding buyers, produced 234
hp in North American guise, and featured an upgraded suspension system, upgraded brakes, and a
redeveloped four-speed gearbox to allow the chassis to cope with the power. In European-spec, the debut
version of the Turbo produced 260 hp.
Porsche debuted the 911 Turbo model at the Paris motor show in 1974, surprising crowds with its
performance stats, muted looks, and hefty price. Early on, Zuffenhausen had viewed the turbo model as a
means to an end; a homologation special to satisfy racing requirements for the company team. But with the
required number cars already spoken for by the end of 1975, Porsche built its way into Group 3 racing when
the 1,000th example of the Turbo, as it was badged in Europe, was produced months later.
The 1978 model year saw the first major improvements to the 930 Turbo, which had already attracted a solid
following in the U.S. after going on sale for the 1976 model year. The biggest change was the gain in
displacement from 3.0 liters to 3.3 liters, which brought the output to 253 hp and 282 lb-ft at 4,000 rpm, along
with a 0 to 60 sprint time of just 5.3 seconds. Those weren't just supercar figures for the time -- they were
better than the majority of what were considered the supercars of the era. The KKK turbocharger in the
revised 930 gained an air-to-air intercooler for the 1978 model year, helping the Porsche run circles around its
mostly uncompetitive competition, though doing nothing for the turbo lag.
Along with the turbo lag, the 1978 model kept the four-speed gearbox, which was viewed as a bit of a
compromise by Porsche fans given the existence of a five-speed unit at the time. And it also kept its very short
89.4-inch wheelbase, which combined with the often-startling turbo boost that would cut in at 3,000 rpm,
made the car a tricky handler.
Peters found his 1979 example 15 years ago, during the last few years when 930 Turbos were thought of as
needy sports cars from the 1970s that were nowhere as forgiving as the later, plusher models from
Zuffenhausen.
"This was one of the top cars on my list that I've always wanted," Peters tells us as we climb in to go for a spin
around northwest Washington, D.C. "So I looked for years for one, but when I bought it these were not
valuable, these were not really desirable.
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"A lot of them had been really neglected," Peters says. "I looked all across the country for a nice one, and I
couldn't find one. Except for the ones that were like three times the price that people had with 5,000 miles on
them. So finally, ironically, one came up in the Washington Post -- remember when we used to actually look
for cars in the Washington Post? I think the guy was asking high $20,000, and it had at the time 30,000 miles
on it, maybe high 20s. I think he was the third owner, and he was getting older and just couldn't drive it with
the clutch anymore, and he wanted to get rid of it. And as soon as I saw it I bought it. We went to the guy's
house, he opened up his garage, I looked at it for about five minutes and just bought it immediately."
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As Peters powers up the 930 Turbo the engine settles to that familiar turbo thrum, a cross between a race-car
engine's idle and the whoosh of a small regional jet sitting at the gate. It's a rich sound that invites a mental
picture of the things going on in the engine compartment, and sitting in the passenger seat just a few feet
ahead of the engine we can just about feel all those belts turning under the car's "whale tail."
"These things were nicknamed 'The Widowmaker,'" Peters says as we pull out of the underground garage the
Turbo calls home. "When the turbo kicks in and you're not used to driving it, the car just basically flips around.
Or if you're accelerating hard in a corner you could lose it. Or in the rain, you could lose it. Once you know how
to drive it, it's a great sports car."
The tremendous boost offered by the turbo certainly came with a bit of a caveat, one that wasn't advertised
on the car's window sticker. The rear engine layout, combined with a short wheelbase, could induce oversteer
and apparently did on many occasions in the hands of inexperienced drivers. This didn't stop people from
buying them -- not to imply it ever does -- and the Turbo soon settled into the persona of a status symbol.

"At the time this thing was crazy expensive," Peters explains "In fact, at the time -- I have an old magazine
someplace that reviews this -- it was compared with the 6.9-liter Mercedes because they were both around
the same price. But this car at the time was like twice the price of a 308 Ferrari or something -- it was
extremely expensive. It was ridiculous how expensive this car was."
A starting price of approximately $37,000, or $119,000 in today's dollars, made the Turbo a rare and pricey
item, especially viewed in the context of the rarity of Porsche cars in the late-Malaise era. A Porsche 911 won't
surprise anyone in the Midwest today, but in the 1970s, it was largely a bi-coastal exotic, a toy for the
stereotypical stockbroker, even though the economic conditions that led to a supercar boom wouldn't
materialize until a full decade after the Turbo's debut. The car's reputation, therefore, shouldn't come as a
surprise when one considers just how much time the jetsetters of the era really devoted to learning to drive
their cars at anything approaching the limit. The Camaros and the Mustangs of the time were forgiving cars
with 0 to 60 times far different from those of the Turbo, and their smog-choked engines just wouldn't let
anyone get into real trouble.
This wasn't the case with the 930 Turbo, as the car's performance specs are still very much modern even if no
longer in supercar territory. But the car hasn't lost any of its bark or its bite, delivering blasts of power on
demand as we carve through the relatively mild D.C. Sunday traffic. The Turbo's suspension feels responsive
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though not overly harsh, with the chassis refusing to transfer particularly harsh impacts into the cabin. Still,
crawling around the city is not what the 930 Turbo is all about, though the nearest autobahn is far outside D.C.
"This is terrible to drive in the city because of the clutch and the transmission. But again, once you're on the
highway, it's fine," Peters says.
"Are the lower gears just too tall?" we ask him.
"Yeah, and the turbo lag is terrible," Peters says. "The turbo lag was improved significantly with the B&B
headers and exhaust -- that took it down to starting to feel the turbo around 2,500 rpm. Otherwise it's like
driving a [Citroen] 2CV. Until it hits 3,000, and then it's like a rocket ship. Which is another reason the values
weren't that high on these. The maintenance is relatively expensive and they're probably less enjoyable to
drive as a weekend tourer than a regular 3.2-liter Carrera."
With supercar performance comes supercar maintenance, and even when the 930 Turbo wasn't trading north
of $100,000 on the collector market, it could still generate an impressive maintenance bill. We asked Peters
about the items he's had to address in the recent past and if this model has any particular Achilles' heel.
"These things always have oil leaks. I mean, it only has 34,000 miles on it, so I don't drive it much," Peters
replies. "I just got this back a couple weeks ago, it was $25,000 for the service because it had a bunch of oil
leaks. I had to have the top end rebuilt which was about $15,000, and it got to the point where it was one
thing after another that they were finding, and I had some work done on the air conditioning, and I had to put
new tires on the car. Oh, and I had a new clutch put in as long as they had the engine out to do the top end
rebuild. I basically had every single thing done to make it mechanically perfect."
Despite the hefty bill, this was a pretty major overhaul for the Porsche -- definitely not a yearly maintenance.
But these cars are complex and they do require expert attention, especially when it comes to doing anything
while the engine is out. A similar procedure on a modern 911 could easily cost just as much, simply with the
parts and labor costs, so Porsche owners shouldn't be surprised by major engine-out work on the 930s.
As we pull over, Peters lets the car idle for a minute to let the turbo cool down. On these cars, that's nonnegotiable.
"They're famous/infamous for oil leaks," Peters says. "They all have oil leaks. The turbos, if you drive it
relatively hard and then you turn off the turbo, you ruin your turbo. Other than that, they're pretty
bulletproof. The problem is, if it needs any major service it takes a long time, and you may have to take the
engine out like in a Ferrari. So that's expensive. I've wanted an old Ferrari 308 or something, but everyone that
has one just says, even if they love it 'Don't buy one of these things, it'll ruin your life.'"
The time to buy one of these passed a few years ago, back when a low-mileage example could be picked up
for around $25,000. In fact, models that are valued even higher than the 930 Turbo weren't that much more
expensive, hard as that is to believe in 2015.
As we pull over again to snap some photos on a deserted street in Georgetown, a passerby notices the Turbo
and stops for a chat.
"I've got a 356 SC 1963 cabriolet which I've had completely restored -- I basically drive it on Sundays," he tells
us. "Unfortunately, I've collected a bunch of cars over the years and don't have the time to drive these things."
"Are you selling this thing?" another passerby asks.
Peters is holding on to this one.
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PensaCruise 2015
Article & photos: Editor

The first PensaCruise was held in downtown Pensacola on a gorgeous fall day and evening November 28,
2015. I attended the festivities with the GT4, and was hoping to see some other Sonnenschein members
present, but only one other Porsche registered for the event, and I never did find out who that was.
From the Pensacola News Journal:
“The first PensaCruise rolling car show brought more than 500 hot rods, classics, muscle cars, sports cars and
strange vehicles that looked like they came back from the future. And thousands of motorheads, gearheads
and grease monkeys strolled through the lots near the Palafox Pier to gawk at vehicles that glistened like hard
candy.
Traffic jams, people jams. It was bigger than even organizers could have hoped for in an inaugural event.
‘We are just overwhelmed,’ said Judy Reed, assistant director of PensaCruise, which is presented by
EverythingPensacola.com and Friends of the Community Maritime Park. ‘I'm just speechless. We were nervous
because it is a first-year event, but just looking around at the crowds, it's just exciting.’
PensaCruise featured hundreds of cars on static display, as well as hundreds more that cruised a five-mile
route through downtown and the Historic District. Fifty cars at a time took out on the hourly cruise through
the day and evening.”
I did meet up with frequent Sonnenschein Autocrosser Bill Blair with his 2015 Subaru WRX STi.

Here are some stats about the event:
Attendance: Approximately 5,000.
Vehicles in event: 957 throughout entire event.
Vehicles participating in Cruises: 431
Votes cast in the "Peoples Choice On-Line Vehicle Judging Contest": 6,000 (Yes, exactly.)
Total Cash Prizes Awarded: $1,500
Total Vendors: 30
Date of next PensaCruise / PensaFest: March 26, 2016. Same location.

Most of the vehicles were customized, and a fair share were late model entries from the 40’s, 50’s, and 60’s.
And a lot of the customization work was very well done. It was quite an impressive and interesting display of
automotive passion!
Have some fun and check out the next PensaCruise!
Below are some photos from the event:
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Above: A certain white Porsche sandwiched betwixt 2 Mustangs and a yellow “Rumble Bee” (what the heck is that??).

Left to right: An Alfa-Romeo 4C, then a Ferrari, a newer Camaro, and then some tricked-out 1950’s era delivery van.
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Above: 1967 Pontiac GTO…mighty fine! Long live the Goat!

A plethora of VW’s.
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Above: 1960 Chevy Impala drop-top: Immaculate!

19-year-old Cory Roberts of Pensacola (by the driver’s door) hand-cranked the 1921 Model T Speedster he inherited
from his great-grandfather, Theodore Paddock, a World War II, Korean and Vietnam War veteran.
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Above: I’m not absolutely certain, but I believe this is a ’58 Chevy Impala…but it was gorgeous! Note the tri-power carbs.

Pretty much all-original restored 1969 Camaro Z/28. Very cool!
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Above: I’m not sure what year it is, but this pick-up was a gem. Meticulous attention to custom details, as this and the
next two photos attest. Even more impressive in person!

The interior was absolutely flawless. Officer: “No, no problem whatsoever. Have a nice day!”
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Above: Now really: Anything better than a dual nitrous oxide system in the bed of your truck? Crazy!

1941 BMW R-71 motorcycle, complete with sidecar and a mounted MG-134 machine gun.
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Above: The “Rat Rod”. It was even more insane close-up.

That’s some serious HP under the hood!
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Porsche 928: One of the Most Important Porsches Ever Built
Article: James Derek Sapienza, from The CheatSheet: Autos

Talking about the Porsche 911 with enthusiasts is like tiptoeing through a lion’s den. Of course, the 911 is a
legend — even the most begrudging Porsche haters are likely to cop to this. But from there, there’s a yawning
canyon between devotees and detractors. To Porschephiles, the 911 is the evolution of a flawed form (rear
engine/rear-wheel drive) engineered to near-perfection and inching ever closer with each successive
generation. To naysayers, it’s the last stubborn holdout of an evolutionary dead end, an over-hyped,
oversteering status symbol. And whatever your opinion on the car, remember not to be flip either, because
the cliché is true: Jokingly call the 911 an over-engineered Volkswagen Beetle to a group of Porsche owners,
and you’ll be lucky to make it out alive.
But like any great debate, the truth is lost somewhere in between, and if found, there’s a good chance it won’t
please either party. And that truth is this: By the 1970s, Porsche believed it had a perfect compromise, and it
ended up becoming one of the most underappreciated and misunderstood sports cars of the past 40 years.
Because like any classic, even the 911 went through a period when it wasn’t a classic. It was just old, and
Porsche came to believe that there was more to automaking than focusing on one aging model. It planned
to phase out the 911 for a lineup of new sports cars led by the 928, an avant-garde V8-powered grand tourer
that would point the way to its future. And after a decades-long detour, it turns out the company was right.
For 911 disciples and Porsche haters alike, put aside your preconceived notions for a moment and try to
picture this: It’s 1978, the Chevrolet Caprice and Oldsmobile Cutlass are the best-selling cars in America, and
the roads are awash in baroque Broughams, Limiteds, and Landaus. Then, suddenly, you see this low-slung
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sports car with lay-flat headlights, no chrome anywhere, flush tail lamps that look like something out of
Battlestar Galactica, and an interior layout that most automakers would end up copying until the end of the
century. That’s the 928, and if it didn’t live in the shadow of such an icon, it would probably be one itself.

Power was never an issue for the 911, which was a fantastic racer and had a strong cult following. But having
the engine slung out beyond the rear axle made them a handful for most, and the car’s oversteer could prove
lethal for overconfident or under-experienced drivers. Add to it that competition from Ferrari, Lotus, and
Maserati had made the leap to a mid-engine layout, BMW, Mercedes, and Jaguar all had new powerful grand
tourers, and rumors that U.S. safety regulations were threatening to outlaw the rear-engine layout, and
suddenly it began to look like the aging 911’s days were numbered.
In 1970, Porsche tried to diversify and crack the entry-level sports car market by collaborating with
Volkswagen. The result was the 914, a sluggish mid-engine car with an engine borrowed from a Volkswagen
van that was all but shunned by the sports car community. The company began to believe the future may lie in
the standard water-cooled front-engine/rear-wheel drive layout and in 1976 launched the 924. It was
thoroughly modern and unlike any Porsche that had ever come before it, but it was a mixed blessing. It looked
great, it handled like a dream, but it was criminally slow. The car’s lone powerplant was an Audi-sourced 2.0
inline-four, the very same engine that was licensed out and found in the AMC Concord sedan and DJ-5 mail
Jeep — not exactly the company you’d want to keep with your Porsche. Add to it the fact that it was the first
Porsche to ever have an automatic transmission, and that it cost twice as much as the faster Datsun 280ZX,
and it became clear pretty quick that the 924 wasn’t going to be the silver bullet Porsche had hoped it would
be.
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But for its next attempt at a front-engine car, Porsche got it right. At the beginning of the decade, Ferry
Porsche challenged his designers to find all the faults in the 911 and build a car that would succeed where the
911 failed. Debuting at the 1977 Geneva Motor Show, the 928 was a showstopper, and from the get-go, it was
the anti-911. It had a front-mounted 4.5-liter V8 that produced 237 horsepower — not bad considering the
930 Turbo packed 253 — had 50/50 weight distribution, four-wheel disc brakes, and a fully-independent
suspension, with the rear pivoting to aid in cornering (dubbed the Weissach Axle), preventing the
unpredictable oversteer the 911 was infamous for. Inside, the cabin was a departure from other sports cars,
with its integrated instrument cluster and a dash, console, and doors that blended to create a cockpit-style
layout.
But when the 928 hit showrooms, it was met with a mixed reaction. To 911 loyalists, it was the hated
replacement. To others, its avant-garde styling and high price tag made it seem like more of a risk than the
more traditional BMW 6 Series and Mercedes SL-Class. But as a car, the 928 did everything Porsche intended it
to do. It won the 1978 European Car of the Year Award, the only sports car to ever win the distinction, and
quickly earned the reputation of being one of the world’s best grand tourers. It could out-accelerate the 911 in
anger yet be driven in comfort across entire continents.

By the early ’80s, the 924 and 928 were no longer a threat to the 911, but together, the three models had
given the brand one of the best sports car lineups in the world. And time had matured the water-cooled
Porsches too. The 944 was added in 1981 to give the 924 line some added punch, just as the world
seemingly came around to the forward-thinking styling of the 928. Once it was no longer seen as the 911’s
replacement, it became universally acknowledged as one of the best grand tourers in the world. In 1986, the
design of Madza’s second-generation RX-7 was heavily influenced by the front-engine Porsches. And in 1990,
Nissan followed suit with its new 300ZX, which also bore more than a passing resemblance.
By the mid-’90s, Porsche was in financial trouble again, and the aging 924/944 (merged to become the 968)
and 928 were phased out without replacement after 1995. And while the debate still rages on among Porsche
snobs as to whether or not these cars are “Real Porsches,” the company itself seemed to think they were. The
911 swapped its air-cooled powerplant for a water-cooled mill in 1998, and a front-engine model returned to
the lineup in 2002 with the Cayenne. While the idea of a Porsche SUV rankled the faithful to no end, it
followed in the footsteps of the 924 and 928. Suddenly, Porsche went from a struggling sports car builder to
having a competitive lineup again, and the success of the SUV gave the company enough money to expand its
sports car lineup to what it is today.
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Nearly 40 years ago, Porsche needed a fresh start, a break from carrying the weight of the past, and the 928
was the answer to the company’s existential crisis. What makes a Porsche a Porsche? Is it simply the engine
placement? Or a direct bloodline that can be traced back to Ferry Porsche’s Beetle-based car? The 928 is the
resounding “no” to those latter questions. It may not have gotten a chance to evolve as long as the 911 did,
but the car’s legacy is seen in every non rear-engine Porsche available today — and that’s every car in the
lineup except the 911.
So to settle the argument: The 928 isn’t just a real Porsche, it’s one of the most important Porsches ever built.
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 Luke fritz – pensacola, FL 2016 macan
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WITH PRIZES!!

Ferdinand Porsche Sr. (left) and his son, Dr. Ferdinand Anton Ernst “Ferry” Porsche, age 28, in 1937

HERE’S THE DEAL (and see Rules & Regulations below for more details): The FIRST* person to email me
(Roger Gilmore, ryc940@gmail.com) with the correct answer will have their choice of 1 of 2 prizes: $25 cash,
or TWO free passes to the Club’s Autocrosses. (*See Rules & Regulations at the end of the Trivia Section.)
There are NO online search restrictions. You can use ANY source that you wish to answer the question.
Now THAT makes it EASY!!

!!WINNER!!
We had a winner for September’s Trivia Question!

Steve Kimura, Pensacola, got the correct

answer and elected to receive 2 free Autocross passes. Great job, Steve…AGAIN!! (Seems like I’ve written
that before…)
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SEPTEMBER’S TRIVIA QUESTION AND CORRECT ANSWER:
Question:
Below is a photo of the 1998 Le Mans winning GT1 driven by Aiello, McNish and Ortelli, now comfortably
residing in the Porsche museum. "Made in Flacht" is stenciled on the left taillight of the car (you’ll have to
take my word for it!). Along with this car, a number of other Porsche racecars have had this stenciled on or
near the rear taillights.
What is the significance of this?

Answer:
Everyone has heard of Weissach, Porsche's facility northwest of Stuttgart. What's not as well known is that
Weissach and Flacht are neighboring villages and the 100-acre Porsche complex is actually built on the border
between them. The R&D buildings are on the Weissach side, but the Motorsport buildings are on the Flacht
side.
Apparently there has always been a rather healthy "competition" between the two towns and residents are
rather prideful about what comes from where. As a result, the Motorsport guys occasionally give a bit of a
needle to the R&D guys by stenciling "Made in Flacht" on their creations.
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THIS EDITION’S QUESTION

This one is again a challenging one, so you may have to dig around a bit!

In 1989, to celebrate the 25th anniversary of the 911, Porsche produced
a Silver Anniversary model. There are a number of features unique to
this model, but I’m looking specifically for 6 items that are the most
significant…Name them!

The correct answer will include at least 4 of the 6 items.
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Rules & Regulations for Porsche Trivia Quiz and Photo Caption Contest
1. How to Play: Email your answer to the Trivia Quiz and/or Photo Caption Contest to the Sonnenschein Porsche Club of America
(PCA) Newsletter Editor at ryc940@gmail.com. You may use any search or research tool to find the answer to the Trivia Quiz.
2. Prizes: There will be only one correct entry per Trivia Quiz, and only one chosen submission for the Photo Caption Contest per
Newsletter edition. The winner(s) will have the choice between $25 cash delivered via check from Sonnenschein PCA, or two free
passes to a Sonnenschein PCA Autocross, which will be valid for one year from the month of issue and will NOT be transferrable to
another person. The chosen prize will be mailed to the winner(s).
3. Eligibility: Both contests are open to all current members in good standing of Sonnenschein PCA. Participants must be 18 years
of age or older. The Sonnenschein Newsletter Editor and immediate family members are NOT eligible to participate.
4. Entry Deadline: All entries will be considered up until publication of the subsequent Newsletter issue, or until a winner(s) is
announced.

5. Selection of Winner:
For the Trivia Quiz: The FIRST entry received that is correct will be the winner. If more than one correct entry is received within a
24-hour period of the first correct entry, a drawing will be held by the Newsletter Editor to determine the winner.
Some answers may be subjective in nature and the Newsletter Editor will be the sole judge in determining the correct entry, if any.
For the Photo Caption Contest: The Newsletter Editor will select the best entry submitted judged on originality, humor, wit, and
appropriateness to the photo.
The winner(s) will be recognized by a general information email sent to Sonnenschein PCA members and in the subsequent month’s
Newsletter, along with the correct Trivia Quiz answer. The winning Photo Caption will also appear along with the Photo.
6. No Winner: If no correct entries are received for the Trivia Quiz prior to publication of the subsequent Newsletter edition, the
prize will be rolled over to the next Trivia. The maximum rollover amount is $50, or 4 Autocross passes, or a combination of the two.
There will be no rollover prize for the Photo Caption Contest.
7. General Terms: Void where prohibited or restricted by law. Sonnenschein PCA is the sponsor of this contest. By participating in
the contest, entrants agree to comply with these official rules, the sponsor’s interpretation of them and the decisions made by the
sponsor in matters relating to the contest.
Sonnenschein PCA is not responsible for incomplete, lost, stolen, unclear, misdirected or late entries. Any applicable taxes are the
sole responsibility of the winner. Sonnenschein PCA reserves the right in its sole discretion to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend
the contest. Entrants agree to indemnify and hold harmless the sponsor from any and all liability resulting or arising from the
contest, to release all rights to bring any claim, action or proceeding against the sponsor, and hereby acknowledge that the sponsor
has neither made nor is in any manner responsible or liable for any warranty, representation or guarantee, express or implied, in
fact or in law, relative to the prize.
8. Ownership of Entries: All entries become the property of Sonnenschein PCA and will not be returned. Each contest entrant
consents to the use of his or her name, voice, statements and trivia answers, or any portion thereof, in connection with the contest,
and in any and all media and manner, now or hereafter known, in perpetuity without compensation.
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THIS ISSUE:
The Rubber. The Road. And YOU. Such a Small Union.
(From your Editor)
The lowly tire. Just a bunch of round rubber and some other stuff, right? Never given them much thought, eh?
Well, maybe every now and then when you’re at the gas station and remember to check the air pressure. That
is, if you can even find a gas station these days that has an air pump. Perhaps it’s time, then, to think about
them in some more detail. They do hold you and yours safety in the balance, you know…
Don't ever think of a tire as a homogeneous glob of molded rubber, because nothing could be further from the
truth. In fact, a tire is more properly recognized as a high-performance composite of anywhere from sixty to
over two hundred different materials. It is quite possibly the single most complex component of your car.
Many tires are custom-designed to meet the stresses and performance needs specified by the maker of a
particular model vehicle. The process begins with a computer, which converts the mathematics of the car’s
special needs into specifications. A prototype tire is then made to test the tire design’s ability to provide the
desired characteristics. Custom-designing a tire for a particular vehicle typically takes many months of testing,
inspection, and quality checks by the tire maker and the vehicle maker. Only then does the vehicle maker
commit with an order.
The production process begins with the selection of several types of rubber along with special oils, carbon
black, pigments, antioxidants, silica, and other additives that will combine to provide the exact characteristics
wanted. A machine called a banbury mixer combines the various raw materials for each compound into a
homogenized batch of black material with the consistency of gum. The mixing process is computer-controlled
to assure uniformity.
Then the task of assembling the tire begins. Refer to the cartoon diagram below. The first component to go on
the tire-building machine is the innerliner, a special rubber that is resistant to air and moisture penetration
and takes the place of an inner tube. Next come the body plies and belts, which are often made from
polyester and steel. Plies and belts give the tire strength while also providing flexibility. The belts are cut to the
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precise angle and size the tire engineer specifies to provide the desired ride and handling characteristics.
Bronze-coated strands of steel wire, fashioned into two hoops, are implanted into the sidewall of the tires to
form the bead, which assures an airtight fit with the rim of the wheel. The tread and sidewalls are put into
position over the belt and body plies, and then all the parts are pressed firmly together. The end result is
called a “green” or uncured tire.
The last step is to cure the tire. The “green” tire is placed inside a mold and inflated to press it against the
mold, forming the tread and the tire identification information on the sidewall. Then it is heated at more than
300 degrees Fahrenheit for twelve to fifteen minutes, vulcanizing it to bond the components and to cure the
rubber. Every tire is then inspected, and sample tires are randomly taken from the line and tested. Some are xrayed, some are cut apart to look for flaws, others are run on test wheels, or road-tested to evaluate handling,
mileage and traction performance.

TREAD:
BELTS:
SIDEWALL:
BODY PLY:
BEAD:
INNERLINER:

Provides traction and cornering grip
Stabilize and strengthen the tread
Protects the side of the tire from road and curb damage
Gives the tire strength and flexibility
Assures an air-tight fit with the wheel
Keeps air inside the tire

You hear a lot about aspect ratio when shopping or comparing tires, so it’s worth a look at to what this
actually means. Refer to the cartoon diagram below.
The shape of a tire's contact patch or "footprint" greatly influences its performance and is dependent on its
profile or "aspect ratio". Low profile tires (most performance tires) have a short and wide contact patch that is
effective in converting the driver's input into very responsive handling, cornering stability and
traction...especially on dry roads. High profile tires (light truck and most passenger tires) have a long and
narrow contact patch, which helps to provide predictable handling, a smooth ride and especially good traction
in snow.
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The above tire diagram shows a 205/50R-16 tire. (Obviously not a Porsche tire, but it works for the purposes
of illustration!). The “205” is a measure of the tread width, technically called section width, and is measured in
millimeters. The “50” is the aspect ratio, the “R” means it’s a radial tire, and the “16” is the wheel diameter, in
inches. (HEY: Can we use just one measuring system?? Make it either metric or English, for goodness sakes!)
The aspect ratio is determined by dividing the sidewall height by the section width. In the example above, the
205mm section width has been converted to 8.1 inches. With a sidewall height of 4.05 inches, you get an
aspect ratio of 50. (4.05/8.1 = 0.5, or 50%, or just 50)
Four tire contact patches, each about the size of your hand, are responsible for your car's grip of the road,
both longitudinally and laterally, both wet and dry. They support the car in comfort with low rolling resistance
and without undue noise.
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For an example of how big the contact patch is, consider a Porsche that weighs 3000 pounds and has the
weight distributed 60% at the rear and 40% up front. The rear would then be supporting 1800 pounds, or 900
pounds per wheel. At 30 PSI inflation pressure, the contact patch would be 30 square inches (900/30 = 30).
And if you’re using a tire with a section width (see below) of 295, that would equal a width of 11.6 inches. So
the shape of your contact patch would be approximately 11.6 X 2.6 inches. That’s not a very large area of
rubber meeting the tarmac!
But there’s also a whole host of other information on the tire sidewall. Pretty bewildering, actually. Here’s a
diagram and breakdown of what it means:
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We’ve already discussed the size designation. Next up is the Service Description with the load & speed ratings.
Here’s how the load & speed ratings are coded:

The oddly named “UTQG” rating is next. UTQG stands for Uniform Tire Quality Grade. It’s a code that
delineates tread wear, traction, and temperature resistance. Tread wear, for example, is not based on a
mileage projection, but rather a numeric index of how well a tire wears in comparison to a reference tire. For
instance, a tire rated at “200” will wear twice as long as a tire graded “100.” That’s good, but it doesn’t tell
how long the tire will last. For most consumers, the manufacturer tread-wear warranty in miles is not only
more intuitive, but it also tends to be a better barometer since the manufacturer has to pay if the tire doesn’t
achieve the warranty promised.
The traction grade looks at the level of grip on a wet surface. Most ultra-high-performance tires achieve the
best grade: AA. Most car tires get the next best grade of A; less than 22 percent of the tires have a B grade;
and only one tire (out of more than 2,400 models) has the honor of a C grade. Not much of a guide, but you
should always buy a tire with no less than an A grade for traction.
Designed during the advent of the radial tire, the temperature grade is a measure of how well a tire will resist
heat buildup. More than a third of the tires achieve the highest grade of A, followed by 59 percent achieving a
B grade, and about 11 percent get the lowest grade of C. Look for a tire with a B grade or higher.
Finally, there’s the DOT Tire Identification Number. The example below shows you how that decodes. In this
case, the tire was made in the 13th week of 2009.
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In assessing a tire's engineered optimization, specialists arrange all of these criteria into a “spider diagram”.
Refer to the sample diagram below. Note that some of the criteria in the diagram are at odds with each other:
Increase one, and another decreases.

An example of a “spider diagram”, used to chart a tire’s overall performance.

Now let’s return to some of the dynamics of tire function. The tread pattern of a tire affects every aspect of its
performance—as well as its appearance. We're all attuned to tires that are asymmetric (non-uniform across
their tread centerline) as well as directional (tread patterns favoring a particular rotation). These subtleties
optimize everything from handling to noise reduction to water evacuation.
Even in straight-line travel, a contact patch's leading-edge compression and trailing-edge rebound are
important. Add a cornering side load and things get really complex—introducing the concepts of slip angle,
understeer and oversteer.
Here’s a drawing representation of what slip angle is…easier to visualize then explain, I think:
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It’s unfortunate the word "slip" is used, because this gives the impression that the tire is slipping or sliding—
which needn't be the case. Despite that word "slip," this is a measure of a tire's inherent deformation, not of
sliding.
Now imagine a car accelerating in a turn. If it’s front tires' change in slip angle is greater than that of the rears,
then the car is understeering. If its rear tires' change in slip angle exceeds that of the fronts, then it's
oversteering. And if you’re into slang, it’s called “pushing” and “loose”, respectively.
Accelerating on a constant radius—on a skidpad, for instance—an understeering car would require
increasingly more steering lock to stay on course; an oversteering car would require less and less. At extremes,
an understeering car would plow off nose-first; an oversteering car would loop. One that's neutral would
teeter between these two extremes. While neutrality or a smidgen of oversteer may be acceptable to those
with exceptional car control, the rest of us mere mortals are a lot more confident—and safer—with just a tad
bit of understeer.

Above: Examples of what happens with a car’s direction of travel with understeer & oversteer.
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Early 911’s, with the massive amount of rear weight from the engine, have a nasty habit of what’s termed
“snap oversteer” (AKA “lift-off oversteer”, or “trailing-throttle oversteer”), which can lead to massive
oversteer, and often times resulted in the following happening to the inexperienced driver:

However, this type of oversteer is more a product of the chassis design and driving technique (or lack thereof),
and not the tires. Lucky that tree or utility pole impacted just behind the driver’s door!
One more tidbit that may be of interest to us Porsche owners: There are Porsche “N-Specification” tires.
Because of the integral role that tires play in vehicle performance, Porsche has integrated tire development
throughout their process of vehicle development. To be an Original Equipment tire provider on a Porsche
vehicle or be approved by Porsche for the replacement market requires the joint product development efforts
of the tire engineers working alongside the Porsche vehicle engineers.
Tires may be specified for a particular vehicle or range of vehicles and must successfully pass the tire
company's laboratory tests to assure that they would be capable of adequately supporting the Porsche vehicle
while allowing it to reach its top speed on the German Autobahn. Additional laboratory, test track and race
track tests are conducted to confirm that the prototype tires meet Porsche's noise, hydroplaning and handling
requirements. Prototype tires will also be evaluated to assess their high-speed durability, uniformity and
serviceability. Upon test completion, the tires will be released for production.
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Production tires that have passed all of the tests and received the engineering department's release can be
branded with the N-specification. The N-specification brandings include: N-0 (N-zero), N-1, N-2, N-3 or N-4.
These markings on a tire's sidewall clearly identify them as approved by Porsche for their vehicles. The N-0
marking is assigned to the first approved version of a tire design. As that design is refined externally or
internally, the later significant evolutions will result in a new generation of the tire to be branded with N-1, N2, N-3, etc., in succession. When a completely new tire design is approved, it receives the N-0 branding and
the succession begins again.
It is recommended that only matching tires be used on Porsche vehicles. Since many Porsche vehicles are
fitted with differently sized tires on their front and rear axles, this means matching the tire make, tire type and
N-specification. If a vehicle was originally delivered with N-specification tires that have been discontinued and
are no longer available, it is recommended to change all four tires to a higher numeric N-specification design
appropriate for that vehicle. Mixed tire types is not advisable.
It is also important to know that while Porsche N-specification tires have been fine tuned to meet the specific
performance needs of Porsche vehicles, the tire manufacturers may also build other tires featuring the same
name, size and speed rating as the N-specification tires for non-Porsche applications. These tires may not be
branded with the Porsche N-specification because they do not share the same internal construction and/or
tread compound ingredients as the N-specification tires. Using tires that are not N-specific is not
recommended and mixing them with other N-specification tires is not permissible.

INDEX OF PAST TECH ARTICLES
1. September 2014: Power & Torque
2. November 2014: Motor Oil
3. January 2015: Gas
4. March 2015: Brakes
5. May 2015: Who On Earth Is Rudolf Diesel?
6. July 2015: The turbo
7. September 2015: 50 Years Of The Flat-Six
8. November 2015: The Turbos Are Coming, Part 2
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**************************************************************************************************

In the next issue we’ll discuss:

PORSCHE DOPPELKUPPLUNG
(AKA “PDK”)

If you have a particular subject you’d like to see addressed in “DIE TECHNISCHEN HINWEISE”, or if you’d like to
submit your own article, just let me know and send me an email at: ryc940@gmail.com
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ALSO SEE THE EVENTS CALENDER ON THE CLUB’S WEBSITE!
AUTOCROSS!!!

The Club’s Event trailer with a fancy new decorative wrap

These are always a blast and the Club always sets up a fun & challenging course. If you’ve never been to one,
give it a try! And don’t feel intimidated! It is really just for fun and without exception everyone who’s been to
their first one leaves with a huge grin on their face.
I'd like to encourage you to come out and see how the autocross works, meet the other members, see the
cars, help work the corners and timing table. Bring your lawn chair; it's a fun time. Of course, we'd like for you
to get out on the lot and practice your cornering and braking! If you are a new member, this would be a great
time to say hello.
If you’re new to autocrossing and may want to participate, there are some basic items you’ll need to be aware
of: You will need a DOT approved helmet (motorcycle will suffice), closed-toed shoes, and seat belts. To
prepare your car, remove everything from the cockpit that may fly around during braking and cornering. At
the course, a Club tech inspector will check your lug nuts and under the hood to make sure that nothing is
going to fly off the car. Think of your favorite number and we'll supply the painter's tape for you to mark your
car, unless you have your own numbers. It's not a race; it's an opportunity for you to try your hand at
performance driving all in the safety and confines of a parking lot. We love to watch the new drivers, but what
we really love to hear is the laughter coming from the car when they swing about the slaloms and turns for the
first time. When you see your elapsed time drop and drop with each run, you'll be hooked.
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You MUST pre-register by using the below link:
https://clubregistration.net
The registration will close at 8PM CST on the Thursday before the event.
Here are the TENTATIVE Robertsdale Autocross dates for 2016:
February 20
May 21
September 17
November 19
Here are the TENTATIVE Pace High School Autocross dates for 2016:
 April 23
 October; date TBD
Other Autocross registration details:
 Who: Sonnenschein Region Porsche Club of America
 What: Autocross
 When: Dates as above. Table opens at 7:00 AM, Drivers' Meeting at 9:00 AM, Track Walk at 9:30 AM.
You must be registered and signed in NLT 9:00 AM!
 Where: 22251 Palmer Street, Robertsdale, AL, or Pace High School, 4065 Norris Road, Pace, FL.
 Fee: PCA Members $25; Non-Members $35 and payable the day of the event

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS:
* “Cars and Coffee”: A casual get together of car enthusiasts that meets every 4th Saturday of each
month. It is open to all makes/models of cars. Held at Carmike Motion Pictures, 5149 Bayou
Boulevard, Pensacola from 10 AM to 12 PM.
* Pensacola to Atmore Road Rally: Hosted by the Austin-Healy Club; February 6
* Fairhope Arts & Crafts Festival; March 19
* The Bad Boys Rod and Custom Club in conjunction with the Greater Gulf Coast Mustang Club are
hosting their 2nd Annual All Inclusive Car Show on March 18—20, at the Pensacola Interstate
Fairgrounds. All monies collected at the show will go to the Ronald McDonald House and Shrine
Transportation Fund.
* Pensacola British Car Show, downtown Pensacola; April 15-16
* Zonefest, Sebring, FL; May 27-30
* European Car Meet at Naval Aviation Museum; June 4
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PORSCHE PARADE 2016

Gotta love a ski resort…and with a stunning venue and surrounding countryside, the 2016 Parade is going to
be spectacular! We invite you to join us in the scenic mountains and great back roads of northern Vermont.
Jay Peak is the picture of serenity. The Resort will host our usual favorites in the base lodge, and our housing
will dot the landscape in surrounding condos.
Registration & lodging reservations are open NOW, which you can do at the official website.
More info at the official website: http://2016parade.pca.org
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PORSCHE SPONSORED EVENTS
Porsche has two excellent events for high performance driving that you may wish to consider:
1. Porsche Sport Driving School. This is held at Barber Motorsports Park on a regular basis. Here’s a link to
their website which also has an excellent video about the School:
https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Porsche-Sport-Driving-School
2. The Porsche Experience Center. This is a brand new facility in Atlanta, and just opened in 2015. It appears
by all accounts to be a beautiful facility. The Center will be offer many different items, from 6 different track
environments to simulators, human performance labs, museum, restaurant, coffee shop, and more. Take
some time to explore their website:
https://www.porschedriving.com/centers/Atlanta
To whet your appetite, so to speak, here’s a photo of Restaurant 356 at the Porsche Experience Center, along
with some info about it:

Located in the new Porsche Experience Center, Restaurant 356 is a contemporary restaurant, with a relaxed
yet elegant feel. The seasonal menu is rooted in high quality ingredient-driven dishes that marry
diverse flavors and techniques seamlessly culminating the Porsche experience. Restaurant 356 provides
elegant offerings that excite the senses, engage the palate, and satisfy the appetite.
And here’s a link to a YouTube video clip that gives you a first hand look at the driving experience.
Take a look; it seems like a blast!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XgZU4Ctcw_c&feature=youtu.be
I think it may be worth a trip to Atlanta!

HIGH PERFORMANCE DRIVER’S EDUCATION (HPDE, or just DE)
Tired of the daily commute? Then get your Porsche out on the track, where it was meant to be! You must
register online at www.clubregistration.net for PCA sponsored events. Here are upcoming dates for PCA
sponsored DE’s in our area:
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Alabama PCA at Barber Motorsports Park: Their next event will be the “Spring Fling” 4/30 & 5/1/16,
and after that will be their annual Father’s Day Weekend on 6/18 & 6/19/16. They have recently added a new
offering, which may be of interest for those curious of what a HPDE weekend is all about. It’s called the
Driver’s Ed Experience and consists of an introductory HPDE course, Saturday only, attendance at drivers
meeting, 2 classroom sessions, reduced speed track demonstration and reduced speed track driving with an
instructor. The cost for this is $100. The cost for the regular 2-day DE is $525.

Mardi Gras Region PCA at NOLA Motorsports Park: Here are the dates for 2016:
Feb 20/21 - Open to drivers of all abilities and all makes and models of cars. Registration is now open on
www.ClubRegistration.net. Cost is $350 for both days, or $250 for one day and it includes a box lunch.
Apr 15/16/17 - Club Race and solo only Driver’s Ed. This will be 3-day event with practice sessions on Friday, 2
sprint races on Saturday, and 1.5 hour enduro races on Sunday. There will DE sessions all 3 days. This event
will also include a run group of Cayman GT4 Club Sport cars. These are factory built Cayman GT4 racecars.
NOLA will be one of 6 venues in the country for this PCA race series in 2016. The DE will be open to all makes
and models of cars and solo drivers only. The Club Race is open to Porsches only and drivers with PCA race
licenses. Registration is not yet open; cost should be about the same as the February DE.
Oct 29/30 - Open to drivers of all abilities and all makes and models of cars.

Peachstate PCA at Road Atlanta: 2016 events are TBD…stay tuned!
There are also non-PCA DE events run by private clubs. Here are 3 good sources and the first two clubs also
use Club Registration (www.clubregistration.net):
1. Chin Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.chinmotorsports.com/
They have events at local tracks including Barber, NOLA, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. The 2016 schedule for
Barber is as follows: April 9-10, July 9-10, and September 10-11. And here’s the 2016 schedule for Road
Atlanta: Feb 27-28, March 28, April 30; May 1, June 11-12, Aug 20-21, Sep 24-25, October 15-16, and
November 26-27.
2. PBOC Motorsports Club (Porsche BMW Owners Club). Access their webpage at http://pbocflorida.com/
They have events at local tracks including Barber, Road Atlanta, and Sebring. . The 2016 Winterfest will be held
January 20 to 24 at Sebring. The remainder of the 2016 dates are TBD.
3. Rezoom Motorsports. Access their webpage at http://www.rezoommotorsports.com/index.html
They have events at Barber, Road Atlanta, Daytona, Roebling Road, Virginia International Raceway (VIR), and
others. They use a different registration site other than Club Registration, which you can access on the
Rezoom website. They have recently announced their 2016 dates for Barber: April 2 & 3, August 6 & 7, and
November 5 & 6. Cost is $300 for one day or $500 for both days. Also, if you’re in the area, they will be
running at the National Corvette Museum Motorsports Park (Bowling Green, Kentucky) April 23 & 24, and
October 1 & 2.
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Considering a new Porsche? Or looking for a quality used Porsche? Then consider our Club’s affiliated Porsche
dealer:

For knowledgeable and courteous service choose Dean McCrary Porsche of Mobile! We feature certified sales
professionals and the most highly trained service technicians in the industry, with a commitment to customer
care, which sets us apart. Welcome, and we hope you enjoy your visit – virtual or otherwise!

Editor’s Note:
Remember, this is YOUR Newsletter and YOUR Club! Any and all submissions are heartily
welcomed for inclusion! Whether it is one paragraph, or your first novella, send it in to me.
And send your photos, too! And if you’d like to see another section to the Newsletter, or
have any other suggestions, let me know.
My email is: ryc940@gmail.com
Thanks!
Roger Gilmore
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YOUR PERIODIC PHENOMENAL PORSCHE
PICTURES, “YOUR P4”

Love the electric blue paint job!
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P.S.
And until the next time, remember: “PTINS” (as below)…Editor

YOUR caption here!! Send me your submissions! (ryc940@gmail.com)
(See Page 4 of the Newsletter, and Rules & Regulations on page 31.)
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